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ABSTRACT 

Measurements of transport parameters of pulsed electron swarms 

moving through a low pressure gas by observation of the photon flux 

resulting from electron-molecule collisions have been recently reported 

(Blevin et al 1976 a,b,c). One of the possible sources of error in 

this kind of experiment is the variation of mean electron energy through 

the swarm. This effect is considered here along with the resulting 

variation of ionization and excitation frequency through the swarm. 

The validity of the experimental method is considered in the light of 

the above factors. 

• Present address; Department of Physics, University of Missouri-Rolla, 
Rolla, Mo, 65401, U.S.A. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In two recent papers (Hinter 1977, 1978), the development of a Monte-

Carlo simulation meJiod was presented that enabled the motion of electrons 

drifting in a low pressure Townsend discharge in hydrogen to be accurately 

simulated over a wide range of E/N (where E is the electric field and N is 

the gas number density). In this paper, the simulation technique is 

employed to discuss the validity of the experimental method used by Blevin 

et al (1976 a,b,c) to determine the transport parameters of a Townsend 

discharge at moderately high values of E/N (40 Td < E/N < 200 Td, where 
-17 2 1 Td = 10 V.cm ) from the radiation produced when the electrons in a 

swarm collide inelastically with the surrounding neutral gas molecules. 

The problems encountered in relating the photon distributions observed 

in these experiments to tne actual electron distributions is discussed, 

and the corrections to the experimental results are indicated .where these 

are found to be necessary. 

A further problem encountered in relating the observed photon 

distributions to the electron distributions obtained in these experiments 

is that due to the finite lifetimes of the excited molecular states and 

decay time of the fluorescent converter. If these lifetimes are large 

when compared with the -half width of the electron distributions, then 

a considerable over-estimation of D, can be expected when the photon 

distributions are used. 

2. SIMULATION MODEL 

The technicalities of the simulation method used in this work have 

been outlined in detail in two previous papers (Hunter 1977, 1978). In 

the present work, two detailed simulations were performed at E/N - 80 Td 

and 160 Td, in order to observe in detail the validity of the analysis 

used to obtain the transport parameters in the previous simulations. 

Further, these simulation studies were used to observe the relationship 
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between the photon and electron distributions near the two extremes of the 

E/N range u5ed in the experimental work of Blevin et al (1976 c). 

For the simulation at E/N = 80 Td, a swarm of 5,000 initial electrons 

was studied, which gave a final electron number of approximately la,000 

electrons due to ionization at the final printout time. The total 

number of collisions experienced by the electrons in this simulation was 

approximately 12 million. A more detailed simulation was performed at 

E/N = 160 Td, where a higher photon flux is produced, enabling a greater 

statistical accuracy to be obtained when comparing the electron and photon 

distributions, than is obtainable at E/N = 80 Td. Consequently, 15,000 

initial electrons were simulated, which with ionization, produced a swarm 

of approximately 45,000 electrons at the final printout time. The number 

of collisions experienced by the swarm in this case was approximately 

25 million. In both simulations a pressure of 1.0 torr was used. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The axial electron distribution obtained from the simulation at 

E/N = 160 Td for several fixed printout times t, integrated over all 

transverse values of x and y, are shown in figure 1. It should be noted 

that the printout time is an indication of the position in the discharge 

at which the results are tak>n, the later the printout time the further 

along the discharge do the results apply. This graph gives the results 

for the total swarm, as well as for the "original" electron swarm. 

When an ionization event occurs, the two electrons which are scattered 

from the molecule are indistinguishable, and thus one of the electrons 

is arbitrarily chosen to be the "original" electron, and this electron 

is then followed to the final printout time. The other electron along 

with any further electrons produced by successive ionizing collisions 

are then followed, to produce the two sets of distributions shown in 

figure 1. 
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Also shown in figure 1 are the theoretical distributions obtained 

using the drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion coefficient results 

found from the analysis of the simulation distributions using the method 

given by Hunter (1978). This analysis is based on the number density 

solution derived by Huxley (1972 a,b) 

(4irDLt)*(4irDTt) L V-l L 4 V -I 
2 2 2 where r » x *y . The use of this solution implies that the electron 

swarm is produced from an isolated point source, well away from any 

boundary conditions and with negligible non-equilibrium regions. 

[These approximations are consistent with the model used in the present 

work, i.e. the electrons are released at the cathode with an isotropic 

scattering distribution and with the equilibrium energy distribution]. 

In this situation, the number density at a particular axial position z 

and time t, for all x and y is given by 

where k is a constant independent of z and t. 

This equation is used to obtain the theoretical curves given in 

figure 1 and compared with the simulated electron distributions. It may 

be noted that at the later printout times, both the original and total 

swarm distributions are in good agreement with the theoretical curves to 

within the statistical accuracy of the data. At earlier times, the 

electron distributions are distinctly non-Gaussian in shape, and it is 

expected that this is due to the very large density and energy gradients 

(figure 8) operating in this region. The conventional form of the 

continuity equation fails to allow for these effects due to the neglect 

of higher order derivatives in the expansion of the Boltzmann equation. 

The radial electron distributions obtained at E/N » 160 Td are given 
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in figure 2 along with the theoretical distributions. The theoretical 

distributions are found by integrating the radial electron number density 

equation between the radial positions a. and a. and multiplying the 

result by the area bounded by these positions, such that the radial number 

density distribution is obtained for all z and is given by 

( * l 2 - a 2 2 ) f*2 T r2"T 
a i 

The results given in figure 2 indicate that the analysis used to determine 

the lateral diffusion coefficient is also valid as the electron distribu

tions agree with the simulation results to within the statistical accuracy 

of the simulation distributions. It can be seen that there is little 

apparent difference in the original and total swam distributions and this 

is a consequence of the negligible spatial variations in the mean electron 

energy in the radial direction after a very short time interval. 

Two photon distributions obtained at E/N » 160 Td are given in figure 

3 in comparison with the corresponding electron distributions and the 

Theoretical fits to those distributions. To obtain the photon distribu

tions from the Monte-Carlo simulations, it was found to be too time 

consuming to observe the photons in a ver/ small time interval as relatively 

few photons are produced during the total transit of an electron. To 

try to improve the statistics at, for example, a printout time of 80 

nanoseconds, all photons produced between 75 and 85 nanoseconds are used. 

The difference in time between production and printout was found, and 

the position of production was incremented or subtracted by the product 

of its time difference and the drift velocity of the swarm as a whole. 

Thus if the photons were being produced progressively towards the front 

of the swarm, the difference in position and shape of the electron and 

photon distributions would not remain constant. This technique inevitably 

introduces a certain amount of distortion in the photon distributions. 
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To verify that this distortion is less than the statistical accuracy of 

the distributions, smaller time intervals around the printout time were 

used to obtain the photon distributions and it was noted that the photon 

distributions retained the same shapes although with reduced statistical 

accuracy. 

For the simulation at E/N - 80 Td, approximately 24 thousand photon 

producing collisions were observed, while at E/N = 160 Td, a total of 110 

thousand photons were produced. The distributions given in figure 3 at 

E/N • 160 Td show that due to the variation of electron energy through the 

swarm the photon production rate is higher at the leading edge of the swarm 

than at rear, although the shapes of the distributions are very similar 

and agree very well with the theoretical curves except at the extreme 

wings of the distributions. The theoretical photon distributions are 

obtained by modifying equation (1) to allow the photon distributions to 

be started at an arbitrary starting time t (Blevin et al. 1976c). The 

theoretical distributions found in this manner are in good agreement with 

the photon distributions, thus enabling the experimental photon distribu

tions of Blevin et al. (1976 a,c) to be used to obtain the apparent photon 

distribution drift velocity W , and the apparent photon distribution 

longitudinal diffusion coefficient D. . As there are no significant 

radial variations in the mean electron energy after a very short time 

interval, it is expected that there are similarly no radial variations 

in the photon production efficiency, allowing the lateral diffusion 

coefficient obtained from the experimental photon distributions to be 

equated to the true electron lateral diffusion coefficient D_. 

The apparent photon distribution drift velocity and longitudinal 

diffusion coefficient may be obtained from 

« p > • w o(t-t 0) 
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The values of <z > obtained from the photon distributions are plotted in 

figure 4 at E/N * 80 and 160 Td, along with the average electron swarm 

position <z>. The values of N obtained from these curves are given in 
P 

figure 5 along with the less statistically accurate results obtained 

from the simulations of Hunter (1978), and it can be seen that the values 

of W agree with K to within the combined statistical accuracy of the 

results over the entire E/N range. It may be concluded froa these results 

that the photon drift velocities measured by Blevin et at. (1976c) do 

represent the true electron swarm drift velocities to better than 1%. 
2 2 The values of <z > - <z > obtained at E/N * 80 and 160 Td are given 
P P 

in figure 6 along with values obtained from the electron distributions. 
These results indicate that the value of D, obtained at E/N * 160 Td is 

Lp 

in good agreement with the.value obtained from the electron swarm, but 

the value at E/N - 80 Td is significantly lower than that of the electron 

distribution. This is considered to be due to' th: highly non-linear 

spatial variation in the photon production collision frequency across the 

swarm at lower E/N values. At higher E/N, where tb* mean energy is 

considerably larger, the variation in the photon production collision 

frequency with energy is almost linear, as indicated in figures 8 and 9. 

It is thus expected that although the photon distribution is displaced 

with respect to the electron swarm distribution, the shapes of the 

distributions, and hence the longitudinal diffusion coefficient will 

remain the same. 

The longitudinal diffusion coefficients obtained from these results 

and those obtained from the simulation results of Hunter (1978) are given 

in figure 7 in comparison with the results obtained from the electron 

distributions and the experimental results of Blevin et at. (1976c) and 

Saelee (1976). It can be seen that above E/N * 100 Td, the values of ND. 

agree reasonably v.sll with those obtained from the electron distributions, 

while at lower E/N, the ND. results are considerably below the electron 
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swam values. The disagreement between the experinental results of Blevin 

et al. (1976c) and the simulation values at high E/N is believed co be 

primarily due to an under-estimation of 0 at high energies in the 

simulation as mentioned by Hunter (1978). This leads to considerable 

over-estimations of W and ND, at these values. It is interesting to note that 

in the lower E/N range, the values of ND. from the electron distribution 

are in good agreement with those of Saelee and Lucas (1977), but are 

considerably larger than those obtained from the photon distribution, ND, . 

Conversely, the experimental values of ND, of Blevin et al. (1976c) are 
Lp 

in good agreement with the simulation photon distribution values in this 

region, and thus it is expected that the true electron swarm ND, values 

are close to those of Saelee (1976) in this region, but at higher E/N, 

where the present simulation supports the results of Blevin et al., the 

reason for the discrepancy in the two sets of experimental results is not 

understood. 

4. THE INFLUENCE OF THE SPATIAL VARIATION IN MEAN ELECTRON ENERGY 
ON THE SWARM TRANSPORT PARAMETERS' 

(a) Influence of the Ionizing Collision Frequency 

The results given in.the previous section indicate that there are 

large energy gradients present across the electron swarm, which have a 

considerable influence on the swarm transport parameters, particularly 

when a significant degree of ionization is present. Lucas (1970) 

attempted to derive the continuity equation from the Boltzmann equation 

allowing for these energy gradients, and was able to predict the correct 

trends in the influence of the energy gradients on the transport 

parameters. He derived the following steady state energy distribution 

function f, under the assumption that the energy gradients vary slowly 

in time. 

i.e. f • fQ(E) exp eE n 3z 



where f 0CO is the distribution function in the absence of any gradients. 

When the gradient in f is small, the distribution function may be expanded 

as follows (Lucas (1970)), 

,2 
f » 0 l[n oxj ^ n 3zj ' 

Under these conditions, the continuity equation is given by 

£ • « fe - \ § - " T 0 •0} - "V*.<> m 
When ionization adds significantly to the total electron number in the 

discharge, it can be shown that W and D, are modified by the addition of 

extra terms due to the highly dependent nature of the ionizing collision 

frequency on the electron energy. 

It is assumed that the ionizing collision frequency is related to 

the distribution function by the following relation v.(z,t) =• v.Qg(z,t) 

where v.. is the ionizing collision frequency when there are no energy 

gradients present, and it is assumed that the energy dependent function g, 

varies slowly with z. An examination of figure 8, which shows the 

variation in mean energy across the electron swarm at E/N = 160 Td for 

three fixed printout times, indicates that thit> assumption is not valid at 

short drift times, but is considerably better at longer drift times. 

Under these assumptions, v.(z,t) may be expanded as follows, 

2 where as shown by Lucas (1970), K.N and K 2N are constants for a given E/N, 

and are assumed to be positive to give the expected spatial variations in 
fl 8n) 2 

v.(z,t). Substituting equation (4) into (2) and expanding K- — T-J gives 

the following modified continuity equation 

2 J. 
& • w*iV IT " °Wio> *+ %•>,$• «U{*-h1&%} « 
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To solve this equation, Lucas neglected the term K- r— — -r— without 

justification. To observe that the influence of this term on the swarm 
motion is indeed small, it is first necessary to assume that this term is 
negligible for large drift times, where concentration gradients will be 
snail. Thus the solution to equation (S) when this term is neglected is 
given by 

n(r.z,t) - — — c explv ]expf- ^ e x p E ^-^-] 
(4TrtJ'Ltr(4TrDTt) L V-i L 4I/Lt -I 

where W7 = W • K,v.„ and i/ = D ,• K„v.„. 1 lO L L 2 lO 

This solution allows the term K 2 a 7 ~ 3 T | t o b e evaluated and may be shown 
to be 

a „ _ K,X'. 
s2 3i!n 3z •i-t where A. = — 

tf t L 2l/L 

At large drift times, the term approaches zero and may be neglected as a 
consequence. It is to be noted that when the electron distribution is 
observed at a fixed time no distortion of the electron distribution from 
Gaussian will result from the inclusion of this term. This conclusion is 
true only at long drift times, as the higher order derivatives in the 
expansion of v.(z,t) cannot be ignored at very short time intervals 
after the production of the electron swarm. Under these conditions, the 
electron distribution is expected to be highly non-Gaussian in shape, as 
can be seen in figure 1. These results show that at long printout times 
i.e. well away from the cathode, the electron distributions are nearly 
Gaussian in shape with the slight asymmetry in the wings being primarily 
due to the persistence of the non-Gaussian shape at earlier drift times, 
which slowly decreases at longer printout times. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that the addition of the spatial varia
tion in v. has the effect of substantially modifying W and D., but stir 
preserves the Gaussian electron distribution at long drift times. The 
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•edifications to D, and K are as follows 

* * W + Kl ViO " * 

°L " W i O " DL 
M§I 

K„N 2. 1* 2 '° NDL INJ 
These results show that the effect of the first order expansion in f is 

to alter W, but has no effect on the diffusion coefficients, while the 

second order term nodifies D,. The modifications to the transport 

coefficients by the presence of ionization can be seen frost the results 

in figure 1, and furthermore, the tendency of the extra terms is to 

increase the parameters as shown in the above equations, 

(b) Relationship between the observed photon and electron distributions 

The differences between the electron and photon distributions shown 

in figure 3 may be shown to be due to the spatial variations in the mean 

energy of the electrons across the swarm in a sicilar manner to that for 

the variation in the ionizing collision frequency. The number of. photons 

produced by electron-molecule impacts at a particular axial position in 

the swarm is given by 

n (z,t) = n(z,t)v (f) 
P P 

where v (f) is the photon production frequency and f = f(z,t) is the energy 

distribution function given by equation (2). 

If it is assumed that the energy distribution function at a particular 

position in the swarm has the same functional form as for the swarm as a 

whole, then it may be assumed that v (f) = v (e). This assumption may be 

in considerable error, but it is made here in order to show the approximate 

spatial variation in the photon production frequency. The mean energy 

at a particular point (z,t) is given by Lucas ( W O ) . 
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An examination of the spatial variations in the mean electron 

energy across the swarm as shov in figure 8, indicates that these 

variations are very nearly linear, allowing the first two terms in 

equation (6) to be used. Thus fitting this expression to the results 

given in figure 8 allows the constants e and k to be found at each E/N 

value. 

From the knowledge of the variation in the photon production 

coefficient with the mean electron energy, it is possible to qualitatively 

observe the effect of the mean energy variation across the electron swarm 

on the observed photon distribution. At high E/N where the mean electron 

energies are large, the graph in figure 9 indicates that the variation 

in the photon production efficiency, a t across the swarm is almost linear. 

(Here a is the number of p±e*6 producing excitations caused by one 

electron moving one centimeter in the field direction). As shown in the 

conclusions to the previous section, a first order variation in the 

production coefficient will shift the mean position of production of the 

photons, but will not change the —half width of the photon distribution 

from that of the electron swarm. Conversely at lower E/N values, the 

range of electron energies is lower, and thus the variations in the photon 

production efficiencies may be highly non-linear across the electron swarm. 

It has been shown in the previous section that the second order variation 

in the production coefficient can alter the — ' i a*f width of the observed 

photon distribution, and thus modify the longitudinal diffusion coefficient. 
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5. INFLUENCE ON THE TRANSPORT PARAMETERS OF THE LIFETIMES OF THE 
EXCITED MOLECULAR STATES 

A further problem in relating the observed photon distributions of 

Blevin et at. (1976c) to the actual electron distributions, is that due to 

the finite lifetimes of the excited molecular states and the decay time of 

the fluorescent converter used in the experiments. If the half lives 

of the excited states are comparable with the half width of the electron 

distribution, then considerable error can result in assuming that the 

observed photon distribution has been produced with negligible time delays. 

The effect of these time delays on the observed photon distributions can 

be readily allowed for provided that the lifetimes of the relevant states 

are known. 

It may be shown that the number of photons observed in the time 

interval dt from the decay of an excited state which has an excitation 

collision frequency of v and a characteristic decay time of x, is given by 

dN. v.k , ,.,_ ,̂ x 

-^exp 
« . * • -

?1 W2 

U " 4 D i <0 
r z2 

e x p L * v d d t o 
where it is assumed that the states are started being populated at time t Q, 

and that K is a constant dependent on the initial electron number. 

Several calculations of the effect of various half lives, T, on the 

observed photon distributions were made at different E/N values in hydrogen. 

For example, at E/N = 100 Td, the change in the photon distribution — half 

width is negligible for x < 10 nanoseconds at axial positions of 5 cms or 

greater. At T = 20 nanoseconds, the value of D. obtained from the distribu

tions will be approximately five percent larger than the true electron 

swarm value, while at very long decay times (T of the order of a millisecond), 

the observed photon distribution is very much broader than the electron 

distribution and approaches a constant flat distribution %•*•<». 

For molecular hydrogen, it has been experimentally observed by Hesser 
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(1968) and Hodgson (1970) that the lifetimes of the excited B Z* and c ir 

singlet states are between 0.6 and 1.2 nanoseconds. The two triplet 

states of importance that produce observable radiation on decay to the 

b E repulsive triplet state are the a Z and c ir states. The lifetime u r r g u 
of the a I state has been experimentally measured by Imhof and Read (1971) 

© 

and found by them to be between 10.6 and 11.0 nanoseconds for the first 
3 

two vibrational levels. The c IT state is a metastable state and has been 
u 

estimated to have a lifetime of approximately 1 millisecond (Lichten, 1960). 

Consequently, the radiation from the decay of this state will produce an 

almost flat background and would not be included in the observed photon 

distribution. 

The sodium salicylate fluorescent converter has a finite decay time 

of between 5 and 10 nanoseconds as measured by Nygaard and Sigmond (1961), 

Herb and Sciver (1965) and Hodgson (1970). Although it is not strictly 

accurate to sum the lifetimes of the excited states and the decay time of 

the fluorescent converter to obtain the total decay time, the first 

approximation of the total error in the observed photon distribution 

may be obtained in this manner. Consequently the total decay time of 

the observed singlet states will be between 6 and 11 nanosczonds which 

will introduce a negligible error when assuming that the observed singlet 

distribution corresponds exactly to the photon distribution. The total 

decay time of the triplet state radiation is approximately IS to 22 

nanoseconds, and an underestimate of between 2 and S% in the value of D 

will result if the observed singlet state distribution is assumtd to 

correspond exactly to the photon distribution. At high E/N, the results 

given in the Monte-Carlo simulations of Hunter (1978) indicate that the 

predominant source of radiation is from the decay of the singlet states, 

giving photon distributions which do not have to be corrected, and enabling 

accurate values of D. to be obtained from the distributions. At lower 
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E/N values, the predominant source of radiation is from the decay of 

excited triplet states, giving values of D from the observed distributions 

which overestimate the longitudinal diffusion coefficients by up to 5% 

at the lowest E/N values. 

CONCLUSION 

The results given in this paper has shown that at high E/N, accurate 

values of W and D may be obtained from the uncorrected photon distributions. 

At lower E/N values, corrections to the observed photon distributions are 

required if accurate values of D are to be found. These corrections are 

produced by (i) spatial variations in the electron energy distribution, 

and (ii) the lifetime of the excited states. These corrections are of 

opposite sign, although the first source of error is much larger in the 

lower E/N range. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Comparison of Monte-Carlo simulation electron distributions with the 
electron distributions predicted by analytical methods based on 

equation 1. E/N = 160 Td. original electrons; total 
swarm; theoretical f i t . 

2. Comparison of n(r,t) v. r from the Monte-Carlo simulation with that 

obtained by analytical methods. E/N = 160 Td. original 

electrons; total swarm; theoretical f i t . 

3. Comparison of photon distributions with electron distributions at 
E/N = 160 Td. electron distribution; photon distribution; 

line of best f i t . 

4. <z > and <z> as a function of time at E/N = 80 Td, 160 Td. X - average 
position of electron swarm; O - average position of photon production. 

5. The electron drift velocity as a function of E/N. X - W, electron 
swarm; O - W , photon distribution (present results of E/N =80, 
160; all others Hunter, 1978); A - experimental W , Blevin et al. 
1976c; • - experimental W, Saelee and Lucas 1977. 

2 2 2 2 
6. <z > - <z > , <z > - <z> as a function of time. X - electron P P swarm; O - photon distribution. 

7. The longitudinal diffusion coefficient, ND , as a function of E/N. 
/, ND. of the electron swarm; O, ND obtained from the photon 
distribution; A, ND, experimental, Blevin et al. (1976); D, ND, 
experimental, Saelee (1977). 

b. The variation in mean energy as a function of position within the 
swarm at three printout times. E/N = 160 Td. 

9. Relationship between the photon production coefficient, a /N and 
mean electron swarm energy <e> obtained from the present simulation. 
E/N « 160 Td. 
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